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Abstract. Authentication is a security function, added on top of an interactive

system, whose role is to reduce organizations and users’ risks to grant access to

sensitive data or critical resources to unauthorized users. Such a security function

interfere with users’ goals and tasks by adding articulatory activities, which affect

each dimension of usability. In order to mitigate their negative effect on usability,

security functions must be designed following a User Centered Approach. In

order to ensure their efficiency in terms of security, security processes have to be

followed. With this respect, this paper focuses on the representation of user tasks

(using task modelling techniques) to be performed during authentication. For

security aspects, we propose the use of an approach called “attack trees” which

represents threats and their effect. To integrate both aspects in a single framework,

we propose an extended task modelling technique that is able to represent explicitly

security threats and their potential effect together with users’ tasks performed

during authentication. We show how such models can be used to compare the

usability and the security of different authentication mechanisms and to make

explicit conflicts between these properties. We exemplify the use of the approach

on two sophisticated authentication mechanisms demonstrating its applicability

and its usefulness for representing and assessing in a single framework, usability

and security of these security mechanism.

Keywords: Usability · Security · Tasks descriptions · Authentication

1 Introduction

Authentication is one of the most common and repetitive activity users have to carry out 
every day when accessing information technologies. Security mechanism are designed 
to protect users’ assets by preventing a straightforward access to them, thus adding 
complexity to the user interaction with the system and ultimately degrading the system 
usability and, in particular the users’ performance [48]. For example, early studies have
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demonstrated [21] that users have an average of 25 accounts requiring identification while

user’s capability of recalling multiple passwords is still questioned [7]. In their early

work, Adams and Sasse [1] advocated that “Security Needs User-Centered Design”. The

User Centered Design (UCD) process, as defined in ISO 9241 part 210 [30], determines

that the identification of the users’ goals and needs is one of the key elements to produce

usable interactive system. The same ISO 9241 standard in the part 11 [29], defines

usability by three dimensions: efficiency, satisfaction, and effectiveness. Efficiency is

assessable via user testing for instance counting the time needed to complete tasks and the

number of user errors occurring during the performance of these tasks. User satisfaction

can be assessed by direct observation of users (ex. positive/negative comments and

analysis of facial expression) and/or using specialized questionnaires such as the System

Usability Scale (SUS) [11]. For the effectiveness, the best way to assess it according to

[19] is to identify exhaustively the tasks the users have to perform in order to reach their

goals and to check that each task is supported by the system [34]. Assessing the cost of

user errors and the cost of recovering from them is also an important aspect that can be

addressed using dedicated structuring [44] or adding specific extensions to task models

[17].

Even though a lot of work has been carried out on evaluating the usability of authen-

tication mechanisms two by two [12] or more globally [8], the current state of the art

demonstrates that the design and development of security mechanisms does not system-

atically takes into account the three before mentioned dimensions of usability, and in

particular the effectiveness. Indeed, one of most cited analysis from Bonneau et al. [8],

which compares the usability of 35 different authentication mechanisms, does not rec-

ognize effectiveness among the 8 different aspects covering by the so-called « Usability

Benefits». It is also the case in more recent work that classifies properties that have to

be supported by user authentication methods and which does not contain effectiveness

[26].

This paper demonstrates how tasks models can be used to systematically represent

the quantity and the complexity of work that users have to perform to complete an authen-

tication on a given system. Moreover, we propose to extend a task-modelling notation

to represent explicitly the security threats and their effect. The proposed use of this

integrated representation of security and usability aspects consists in modelling users’

activity for authentication on different authentication mechanisms. These models can

then be used to compare the usability and security of the mechanisms under consideration

both in terms of security and usability. As the design of these systems usually consists

in a trade-off between these two properties, the proposed approach provides means to

make these trade-off explicit. This combined representation makes it also possible to

identify potential countermeasure to mitigate the effect of threats but also to identify

ways to improve the usability of the mechanisms without degrading their security. This

aspect related to design of usable and secure authentication mechanisms is beyond the

scope of this paper that focusses on the analysis part of extant systems.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents the related work on methods for the

analysis of usability and security as well as their main limitations in terms of identifying

exhaustively user tasks and potential threats. Section 3 presents an extension to the task

modelling notation called HAMSTERS-XL which was specifically designed to represent



the possible threats and their effects for each relevant task in the task model. Then, using a

simple case study of password authentication, we illustrate how the combined description

of tasks and threats enable to identify which threats are covered or not covered by the

authentication mechanism. Section 4 presents the applications of theses notations to the

case study of comparing the usability and security of two authentication mechanisms.

Section 5 concludes on the main benefits of the proposed approach.

2 Existing Approaches for the Analysis of Usability and Security

of Interactive Systems

Research and industry have been producing, at a very high pace, diverse authentication

mechanisms with increasing complexity for the users. The current practice in authen-

tication is promoting multi-factor authentication methods (i.e. the access to the system

is granted after the user provides two or more pieces of evidence, the so-called fac-

tors, to the authentication system). Even though the adoption and acceptance by users

is questioned [45], other user studies (based on Mechanical Turk users) suggest that

two factors authentication mechanisms are, overall, perceived as usable [16]. Most of

the work concerning the usability of security mechanisms lies in one of the following

categories:

– analysis of user behavior when confronted to security mechanisms (e.g. user behavior

when password expires [25]),

– recommendations to enhance usability of a specific existing security mechanism (e.g.

authentication in a smart home [28]),

– comparative studies of the usability of security mechanisms (e.g. which authentication

mechanism would better replace CAPTCHAs [23]),

– techniques that might improve users’ performances (e.g. improving users’ memora-

bility of authentication mechanisms [39]).

As we shall see, most of the existing work focuses on specific security mechanisms

(such as authentication) on a case-by-case basis and they mainly address user perfor-

mance and/or user satisfaction. Nonetheless, the analysis of effectiveness requires the

identification of all possible user tasks [19]. Hereafter, we discuss a few generic methods

that can be used to analyze the tradeoffs between usability and security of interactive

systems. Then, we highlight the methods explicitly addressing the effectiveness.

2.1 Generic Methods for the Systematic Analysis of Usability and Security

Despite of a large literature, very few work propose generic methods that can be used to

compare diverse types of security mechanisms and systematically assess the trade-offs

between security and usability. Alshamari [3] highlights the recurrent conflicts between

usability and security. That author proposes a generic process to identify these conflicts

between usability and security at design time, and to select a strategy to handle them

using a decision support system for eliciting requirements. Other works employ inspec-

tion methods to analyze the effect of security mechanisms on the usability of interactive



system. Braz et al. [10] propose a set of heuristics and an inspection method for the ana-

lytical evaluation of the effects of security mechanisms on the system’s usability. Alarifi

et al. [2] propose a structured inspection model dedicated to the analysis of usability and

security of e-banking platforms. Bonneau et al. [8] propose a set of heuristics for com-

paring usability and security benefits between several authentication techniques. Such

inspection methods and heuristics provide support to compare security mechanisms and

to make tradeoffs during design. However, these approaches cannot ensure an exhaustive

coverage of all possible user actions with the system and they might fail in detecting

problems related to specific scenarios. Ben-Asher et al. [6] propose an experimental

environment to collect systematically any possible user behavior facing security mecha-

nisms. They propose to use the output of user tests run in the experimental environment

to explore possible tradeoffs between security and usability for the system under design.

That approach can help to identify usability problems and/issues with security mecha-

nism with tasks performed by users during the experimental phase. As such, the logistic

required to run the user test limits the coverage of the study to a small subset of tasks

that are possible with the system.

2.2 Generic Methods that Take into Account Effectiveness

All the existing approaches for systematically assessing usability and security rely on

scenarios. A “scenario describes a sequence of actions and events that lead to an outcome.

These actions and events are related in a usage context” [47]. Kainda et al. [32] propose a

security-usability analysis process. They first present a so called “security-usability threat

model” which is a set of important factors for the analysis of usability and security. Then,

they produce both threat and usage scenarios that are used to assess whether (or not) the

set of elicited factors are met by the security mechanisms. Faily and Fléchais [18] propose

a scenario-based approach for assessing the effect of security policies on usability. The

specificity of this approach is that it is based on “misusability” cases which are produced

using systematic questioning of system development and deployment documentation

(e.g. architecture specification, user manual…). This approach aims to inform re-design

of security mechanisms.

Like other inspection methods, scenario-based methods allow to identify security

threats and support the analysis of the range of user behaviors when facing threats.

Scenarios bring the attention to specific tasks, thus promoting systematic inspections

and reducing the risk of finding problems only by change. However, because scenarios

are focused on specific tasks they do not cover all possible temporally ordered sets of

user tasks and, as a consequence, the analysis of the effect of potential target threat on

user tasks may be incomplete.

3 Describing Security Threats and Their Effects with Task Models

This section introduces an illustrative authentication mechanism and its corresponding

description using a task model notation called HAMSTERS-XL. As we shall see, the

task model is enriched to represent threats and the effects of these threats.



3.1 Illustrative Example: Text-Based Login with Short Display of User Input

Figure 1 presents a storyboard of some of the users actions required for logging in an

online bank to check the accounts’ balance. The middle figure shows that user input is

shown for 2 s, thus providing feedback and potentially preventing user mistakes. After

the 2 s, a dot visually conceals the manual entry to ensure security (right-hand side

Figure of Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Storyboard of a text-based authentication featuring short display (2s) of user entries.

3.2 Modeling Tasks

The systematic identification of potential security threats on user actions and the effects

of authentication mechanisms on user tasks requires the description of:

• user actions: a threat can arise from a type of user action, e.g. drawing a gesture

password on a tactile screen is subject to smudge attacks whereas typing a password

on a keyboard is subject to keylogging attack,

• their temporal ordering and/or temporal constraints: a threat can arise from the specific

ordering of user actions, e.g. the user takes too long to input a password,

• the information, knowledge and objects being manipulated during these actions: a

threat can arise from an information, knowledge or object that the user has lost,

forgotten or misused, e.g. a credit card lost in a public space.

Hereafter, we describe how these elements are taken into account using the task

model notation named HAMSTERS.

Description of the Task Modelling Notation

HAMSTERS (Human – centered Assessment and Modelling to Support Task Engineer-

ing for Resilient Systems) is a tool-supported task modelling notation for representing

human activities in a hierarchical and temporally ordered way [37]. The HAMSTERS

notation provides support for representing a task model, which is a tree of nodes that can

be tasks or temporal operators (Fig. 3 presents a HAMSTERS task models describing

the users actions to login). The top node represents the main goal of the user, and lower

levels represent sub-goals, tasks and actions. Task types are elements of notation that

enable to refine and represent the nature of the task as well as whether it is the user or



Fig. 2. Palette of the elements of notation of HAMSTERS

the system who performs the task. The main task types are abstract, user, interactive and

system tasks (parts numbered 1, 2, 3, 5 in Fig. 2).

Abstract tasks (part numbered 1 in Fig. 2) provide support to describe sub-goals in

the task model. They also provide support to describe tasks for which the refinement is

not yet identified, at the beginning of the analysis process. User tasks (part numbered 2

in Fig. 2) provide support to describe the detailed human aspects of the user activities.

User task types can be refined into perceptive, motor, cognitive analysis, and cognitive

decision tasks. For example, the user may perform a motor task (such as grabbing a card)

or cognitive task (such as remembering a PIN code). Such refinement enables the anal-

ysis of several aspects of the tasks performed by the user such as cognitive load, motor

load, required perceptive capabilities. Such refinement also enables to identify possi-

ble threats that can be associated to specific types of user actions. Temporal operators

are used to represent temporal relationships between sub-goals and between activities.

Interactive tasks (part numbered 5 in Fig. 2) provide support to describe tasks that are

action performed by the user to input information to the system (interactive input task)

or action perform by the system to provide information to the user and that are meant

to be perceived by the user (interactive output task). Interactive input/output tasks pro-

vide supports to describe both cases. System tasks (part numbered 5 in Fig. 2) provide

support to describe the tasks that the system executes. The system may execute an input

task, i.e. the production and processing of an event produced by an action performed by

the user on an input device. It may also execute and output task, i.e. a rendering on an

output device (such as displaying a new frame on a screen). The system may execute a

processing task (such as checking the user login and password).



In addition to elements of notation for representing user activities and their temporal

ordering, HAMSTERS provides support to represent data (e.g. information such as

perceived amount of money on an account, knowledge such as a known password),

objects (e.g. physical objects such as a credit card, software objects such as an entered

password) and devices (e.g. input devices such as keyboard, output device such as a

screen) that are required to accomplish these activities (part numbered 7 in Fig. 2).

HAMSTERS and its eponym interactive modelling environment is the only environ-

ment providing structuring mechanisms as real-life models are usually large and reuse

is useful [36]. HAMSTERS also provides elements of notation to identify and describe

human errors [17], which is useful to detect possible user errors and then re-design the

system or estimate the costs of recovering the error. Furthermore, HAMSTERS pro-

vides functions to extend tasks types and data types if required for the analysis [37].

For all of these reasons, expressiveness of the notation and modelling support, we chose

HAMSTERS to be used with our approach.

The Task Model of the Illustrative Example

Figure 3 shows the task model featuring temporally ordered user actions required for

logging in as set in Sect. 3.1. First, the computer perform the task “Display the login

page” (an output system task) so that the user can “See the login page” (a perceptual

user task). In the sequence the user must “Fill in the username” (an abstract task, not

detailed here) and “Fill in the password (an abstract task). To reach this sub-goal, the

user must “Recall password” (a cognitive user task connected to a declarative knowledge

object “known password”). This task is linked to the information “recalled password”

(an information object) to indicate that the user was able to remembered the password.

Fig. 3. Tasks model describing user actions to login

With the password in the mind, the user can “Locate the character” (a perceptive

task) and “Press the first character” of the password (a motor task). This user action on



the keyboard is transmitted to a computer that will “Handle the keypressed” (an input

system task), “Display a character” on the screen (an output system task) and “wait”

(a system task). The waiting time of 2 s prompts the user to “See the character” (an

optional perceptual user task) and detect any possible mistakes while typing. After 2 s

the system will “Replace character by a dot” (an output system task) and from there the

user will “See big dot” (an optional perceptual user task) instead of characters. The next

task “Press the other password characters” (an iterative task) repeats as many times as

characters left to complete the password. To complete the login, users must “Validate

connection” (an abstract task, not detailed).

For the following figures, we will not describe again the details of the task types.

You can find these task types in Sect. 3.2 describing the task modeling notation.

3.3 Modelling Threats and Effects

The systematic identification and representation of threats and effects of threats require

a description of user actions and all possible threats that are not directly related to the

user actions (e.g. network, electronic components…). Such information is essential to

design and implement mechanisms to avoid or to mitigate the threats [41].

The Attack Tree Notation

We selected Attack Tree to address security aspects as they are major tools in analyzing

security of a system [41]. They can be decorated with expert knowledge, historical

data and estimation of critical parameters as demonstrated in [22] even though early

versions of them were lacking formal semantics [41]. Attack tree notation is a formal

method to describe the possible threats or combination of threats to a system. B. Schneier

[49] provided a first description of an attack tree, where the main goal of the attack is

represented by the top root node and where the combinations of leaves represent different

way to achieve that goal. In the original notation, OR nodes refer to alternatives of attacks

to achieve the attack whilst AND nodes refer to combination of attacks. Nishihara et al.

[41] proposed to extend the notation with potential effect of attacks and with a logical

operator, SAND to represent constraints in the temporal ordering of combined attacks.

Other elements of the notation include a rectangle to represent an event (such a threat

or attack), an ellipse to represent an effect and a triangle to represent the fact that a node

is not refined. All elements of the attack tree notation are shown at Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Elements of notation for the attack trees

The Attack Tree of the Illustrative Example

The Fig. 5 shows an example of attack tree that has been produced using taxonomies of

cyber security threats [33] and by grouping relevant threats into categories. For example,

one category of possible threats to login is eavesdropping which gathers:



Fig. 5. Attack tree of the keyboard login authentication mechanism

• keylogging: “The key logger makes the log file of the keys pressed by the user and

then sends to that log file to the attacker’s email address” [46],

• video recording attack: “The attacker uses a camera (ex. mobile phones or miniature

camera) to record and analyze users typing password” [46],

• shoulder surfing: “Alternative name of spying in which the attacker spies the user’s

movements to obtain the password…, how the user enters the password i.e. what keys

of keyboard the user has pressed [46].

In Fig. 5, we read that an “Eavesdropping” (an event depicted as a rectangle) can be

trigger by an attacker using one of the following attacks (connected by an OR node):

“Shoulder surfing”, “Video recording attack”, or “Keylogging” the machine. The attacker

can also “Brute force” the password or use some “Phishing” techniques but these threats

are not refined in this extract (see nodes depicted by triangles).

Depending on the attacker’s effectiveness and on the user device on which the attacker

will be shoulder surfing, the outcome of the attack may generate different combinations of

effects (represented in Fig. 5 by the ellipse containing the effect “E1.1 + E1.2 + E1.3”

respectively designing “Account stolen”, “Account password partially compromised”

and “Only length of the account password compromised”).

a)                 b) 

Fig. 6. Representation of a threat (a), and effect (b), with extended HAMSTERS notation

Video recording attack and keylogging attack may generate one effect each, which are

more critical (represented in Fig. 5 by the ellipse containing the effect “E1.1” designing



that “Account stolen”). The refinement of the shoulder surfing attack for two types of

devices (keyboard or screen) highlights more precisely how attacks may take place and

their effects depending on the targeted device. In our example, the attacks on both types

of devices generate the same effects (“E1.1 + E1.2 + E1.3” possible effects on keyboard

and screen).

3.4 Integrating Tasks, Threats and Effects

In order to represent explicitly the security threats and their effect on user tasks, we have

extended the task model notation of HAMSTERS-XL. New elements of notation are:

threat, effect of a threat, and the relationships between tasks, threats and effects. The

icon representing a threat is show by Fig. 6.a, and the effect is represented by Fig. 6.b.

Each threat is connected to an effect to show what effect could be the consequence of

this threat.

The Integrated Model of the Illustrative Example

Figure 7 presents a HAMSTERS task model that embeds the representation of

three eavesdropping potential threats (namely keylogging, shoulder surfing, and video

recording attack) and their effects.

Fig. 7. Task model of the text-based login with identified threats and their effects

Each threat can be connected to one or more tasks to show that which tasks may be

targets for or more threats. These relationships are depicted as strokes as we shall see

in Fig. 7. Video recording attack is connected to the two user motor tasks respectively

labelled “Press the first character” and “Press the other character” and the corresponding

effect “password compromised”. Shoulder surfing is connected to the two motor tasks

respectively labelled “Press the first character” and “Press the other character” and the



corresponding effects “Password compromised” or “Password partially compromised”,

depending on the effectiveness of the hacker. Shoulder surfing is also connected to two

system output tasks “Display big dot” and “Display big dots” and the effect is to have

“Only password length compromised”). The keylogging attack is connected to the two

input system tasks labelled “Handle the key pressed” and the effect of this threat is to

have “Password compromised”.

4 Comparing Two Authentication Mechanisms: “Google 2 Step”

and “Firefox Password Manager”

In order to demonstrate how our modelling approach can be used to compare authenti-

cation mechanisms we have designed a small case study focused on two authentication

mechanisms (“Google 2 step login” and “Firefox password manager”) that are applied

to an online bank application.

We first present the main user tasks (which refer to checking account balance and wire

transfer) and then we present the task models including the representation of security

threats for each of the two authentication mechanisms. The models are then used to

support a comparative analysis to find out which mechanism has the best trade-off

between usability and security. Authentication mechanisms presented in this case study

(for logging in an online bank application) aim at demonstrating the approach and do

not precisely reflect precisely security mechanisms deployed.

4.1 Presentation of the Main Tasks

Figure 8 presents a task model that describes the main users’ tasks with our online bank

application: “Check accounts’ balance and make a wire transfer”.

Fig. 8. Check accounts’ balance and make a wire transfer task model



• First, the user visits the web page of the bank website to perform the “login”.

• The consecutive task shows that the browser “Display the home page”. This abstract

system task is decomposed into three concurrent sub-tasks: “display accounts’

balance”, “Display the wire transfer button”, and “Display other homepage element”.

• The user can then perform the abstract task “Check accounts’ balance abstract task”,

which is refined in: “See the accounts’ balance displayed” and “Analyse the accounts’

balance”.

• After that, the user can perform the abstract task “Make a wire transfer”, which

encompasses a sequence of four abstract tasks: “Decide to make a transfer”, “Fill

in the information to make a transfer”, “Confirm the transfer” and “Go back to the

home page”. The abstract task “Make a wire transfer” is refined in the four following

sub-tasks: “Decide to make a wire transfer”, “See the transfer button”, “Click on the

button”, and “transfer button pressed”. The abstract task “Fill in the information to

make a transfer” is refined in four sub-tasks: “Fill in the information”, “Fill in the

information”, and “Display the confirmation page”. The abstract task “Confirm the

transfer” is refined in the following sub-tasks: “See the confirmation page”, “Click on

confirm”, and “Process the transfer” which is made up of a sequence of system tasks

“Check amount to transfer” and “Process” the transfer”. The abstract task “Go back

to the home page” is refined in: “Display the acknowledgement”, “See the homepage

perceptive task, “Click on homepage”.

4.2 Authentication Mechanism: Google 2-Step Verification

“Google 2-step Verification” is a multifactor authentication mechanism adding an extra

layer of security on simple password-based authentication mechanisms [24]. After set-

ting up of the mechanism, the user can connect to the account by entering a password,

then Google sends a verification code to the user’s smartphone (the user needs a smart-

phone to complete to login), the authentication is complete when the user confirms by

pressing “yes”.

Task Model of the User Tasks with the Google 2-Step Verification

Figure 10 presents the task model for the Google 2-step verification mechanism; it

contains the description of the threats and effects on user tasks that are detailed latter. The

first task is to perform the text-based login. The precondition “device is not recognized”

on the software object “recognized device” be true to enable users to perform the abstract

task “Validate the second step”.

At the end of this step, the user receives a notification “Display the second authen-

tication factor”. Due to space constraints, we cannot present here the refinement of the

abstract task “Validate the second step” but the refinement of this sub-goal is also used

to perform the analysis presented in Sect. 4.4. The main tasks of this second step are:

“Make the second step necessary” for future logging, “Display the second authentica-

tion” factor, “Grab the phone” (we assume that the phone is unlocked and close to the

user), “See the second authentication notification”, and finally “Press ‘yes’” to confirm

the login.



Attack Tree of the Google 2-step Verification

Figure 9 presents the attack tree of the Google 2-steps Verification mechanism. The

goal of the attack is to get access to the bank account bypassing this mechanism. Three

conditions are necessary (under the top level goal node, all the branches are linked by

a SAND operator) to compromise the account of the user. First, the attacker needs to

compromise the text-based password mechanism (left branch in Fig. 9). As in Sect. 3.3,

the attacker has several possibilities to do it using eavesdropping techniques, phishing

or brute force. Secondly, the attacker needs to get access to the smartphone of the user

(second branch), at least temporarily, to confirm the login. There are two possibilities

to achieve this sub-goal: the attacker uses eavesdropping techniques such as shoulder

surfing or video recording attack and then unlocks the phone, or the attacker unlocks the

phone by brute force or using a smudge attack. Finally, the attacker needs to press “yes”

to confirm the login.

Fig. 9. Attack tree of Google 2 step mechanism

Integrated Model of Tasks, Threats and Effects for the Google 2-Step Verification

Figure 10 describes user tasks and the possible threats and their associated effects. In

this example, we show the threats and effects only on the text-based login. Those threats

are of the same types than the one we presented in the illustrative example section

(keylogging attack, shoulder surfing or video recording attack that may cause the length

of the password compromised, password totally or partially compromised).

4.3 Authentication Mechanism: Firefox Password Manager

The password manager authentication mechanism is used by several internet browsers

such as Firefox [20]. This mechanism allows the user to remember only one master pass-

word and the password manager securely archives and provides the relevant username



and password according to the target website for which the user has entered a username

and password one time.

Task Model of the User Tasks with the Password Manager

Figure 12 presents the task model of the user tasks, the threats and effects on user

tasks with the Password Manager mechanism that are discussed latter. This mechanism

involves two types of passwords: password the user needs to log in websites, and a

master password to access to all passwords in the password manager. We assume that

the configuration of the master password of the password manager is complete.

Fig. 10. Login with two step authentication task model extended with threats and effects

To login with this mechanism, there are two options (modeled using the choice

operator“[]”) but the activation of the options depends on the value of the software object

“saved password” (shown as a pre-condition on the “saved passwords” software object),

as follows: for activating the first option, we assume that the password manager “does not

contain website password” (a pre-condition on the software object “saved password”),

so that the user must to filling in the password using the abstract task “Login – text

based”. From this point, the user might “Save password” in the password manager for

activating the second option, we assume that the password manager “contains website

password”, so instead of filling in the website password the user perform the abstract

task “Login - master password” as follows: if the user is currently logged in and in a

session for less than 30 min (a pre-condition on the time duration object), the password

manager detects it and the users can go to the next step; otherwise, the user has to “Enter

master password”. After these login steps, the user is connected and can accomplish the

tasks to complete the main goal “making a wire transfer”.



The refinement of the optional abstract tasks “save password” is presented in Fig. 13.

First, the system performs the output system task “Display save password into password

manager” that prompts the user to record the password; then the user can perform the

tasks “See the save popup” and “Click on save”, thus enabling the system to handles

the task “Click on save”. The user might perform the task “Enter master password”

by following the tasks: “Display master password edit box” and “See the password

master edit box”. Assuming the user recalls the password (see an incoming arrow from

the “master password” declarative knowledge and “Recall master password” cognitive

task), an information containing the password is produced to connecting to the system

as if the user had filled in the password. After the confirmation, the system performs the

task “Create session for 30 min”. The session ends up if the user closes the web browser.

After that, the password manager performs the task “Crypt password in database”.

Attack Tree of the Password Manager

Figure 11 presents the attack tree where the goal is to get access to the bank account

by bypassing the Password Manager mechanism. To reach that goal, two conditions are

necessary: the attacker needs to compromise the website password as well as the master

password. The possible attack techniques are eavesdropping, brute force or phishing.

Fig. 11. Attack Tree of the Firefox Password Manager Mechanism

Integrated Model of Tasks, Threats and Effects for the Password Manager

In addition to the description of user tasks, the task models in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13

present the possible threats and their associated effects. In Fig. 12, “Login - text based”,

“Save password” and “Enter master password” are abstract tasks concerned by the same

threats (keylogging, shoulder surfing, and video recording attacks). The effects of these

threats can be that only length password compromised, or that password partially/entirely

compromised. Figure 13 concerns the shoulder surfing threat.

In Fig. 13 the representation of objects, knowledge and information has been filtered

out so that the reader can focus on threats and effects. The shoulder surfing threat may



occur when an attacker looks at characters are entered (“Press the first character” or

“Press the other character”). The effects can be that the password is partially or entirely

compromised, depending on the attacker’s efficiency. An attacker may look how many

big dots are displayed (“Display big dot”) and may know the password length. As the

abstract tasks “Login text based” and “Enter master password” are concerned by the

same threat and effects, they are connected with those threats and effects.

4.4 Analysis of Usability and Security of the Two Authentication Mechanisms

This section presents the principles of the analysis of usability and security of authentica-

tion mechanisms, as well as the results of this analysis for the Google 2 Step Verification

and the Firefox Password Manager mechanisms.

Fig. 12. Login with password manager task model extended with threats and effects

The proposed comparative analysis of usability and security of authentication

mechanisms is based on the following steps:

1. Predictive assessment (from task models) of user effectiveness, user workload and

temporal efficiency when using the authentication mechanism;

2. Calculation (from task models) of the amount and type of data, objects and devices

required to use the mechanism from task models;

3. Calculation (from the attack tree) of the coverage of the security threats by the

authentication mechanism;



Fig. 13. Login with password manager task model (refinement of “Save password” task)

4. Calculation (from the attack tree) of the minimum and maximum number of attacks

required to compromise user password, as well as interdependencies between these

attacks (represented by AND and SAND operators).

These steps must be performed for each authentication mechanisms that have to be

analyzed. The output of these steps is the predicted cost of the authentication mechanism

in terms of effectiveness and efficiency, as well as the expected benefits of the authen-

tication mechanisms in terms of security. The last step of the analysis is to compare the

costs and benefits of the two authentication mechanisms.

From the task models of the usage of the two authentication mechanisms, we see

that the planned user tasks with both mechanisms lead to reach the login sub-goal.

Both authentication mechanisms are thus effective. The task models enable to identify

systematically all the possible sequences of actions. From these possible sequences of

actions, we calculate the minimum and maximum amount of perceptive, cognitive and

motor tasks. The results are presented in Fig. 14 a. For the calculation of the minimum

amount of tasks, we take as a basis the fact that the minimum password length required is

8 characters. And for the maximum amount of tasks, we chose to take a password length

of 9 for the calculation. In Fig. 14 a), we can see that the minimum amount of actions is

similar between the two authentication mechanisms. However, we can also see that the

situation is completely different when the whole set of actions has to be performed for

the Firefox Password Manager authentication mechanism, in case where the password



has to be saved using the master password. In this case the number of perceptive and

motor actions is more than 3 times higher. This conclusion also arises when calculating

the minimum and maximum amount of time taken to login with the two authentication

mechanisms, as presented in Fig. 14 b. The calculation of the time costs has been done

using the Keystroke Level Model [13].

a) Workload b) Time performance

Fig. 14. Results of the predictive assessments of user workload and user time performance with

Google 2 Step and Password Manager Mechanisms for reaching the sub-goal of “Login”

Figure 15 presents the minimum and maximum number of data, objects and devices

required to use the authentication mechanisms. For the Google 2 Step mechanism, two

I/O devices are at least always required, whereas only one device is always required to

use the Firefox Password Manager. It is also highlighted that more knowledge is required

to use the Firefox Password Manager. The amount of software object and information

required is similar for both authentication mechanisms. The two authentication mech-

anisms cover the same types of attacks: Eavesdropping (key logging, video recording,

shoulder surfing), brute force, phishing. There are thus no differences between the two

authentication mechanisms in terms of types of attacks covered. However, there are

differences in terms of complexity to achieve an attack.

Fig. 15. Comparison of the required data, objects and devices

Figure 16 presents the minimum and maximum number of attacks that have to

be performed to compromise the user password, as well as the minimum number of

operators AND and SAND in the attack tree. These values provide support to analyze



the complexity of the authentication mechanisms. For both authentication mechanisms,

several attacks are required to compromise user password (at least one AND or SAND

element in the attack trees), which makes the hacking process not easy. However, the

Google 2 Step is more complicated as at a specific temporal ordering is required for

performing the attacks (at least two SAND elements in the attack tree).

Fig. 16. Comparison of the attack trees

To conclude this analysis, the Google 2 Step seems to be more usable for entering

one password than the Firefox Password Manager. It also appears to be and more secure

as to compromise the password, the attack has to be more complex than for the Firefox

Password Manager.

We have shown the comparison of the two authentication mechanisms for a user that

logs in one time. But, users are everyday login several times with different passwords

they have to remember and recall. Users have an average of 25 accounts requiring

identification [21], and as capability of users to remember and recall multiple passwords

is questioned [7], the usage of password manager brings a usability benefit as the user

needs to remember and recall a single password once the password manager has been

configured. From a security point of view, the impact of an attack on the Firefox Password

Manager is more important because the attacker may compromise all the user passwords.

5 Conclusion

The goal of this paper was to present two complementary modelling techniques used

to analyze jointly usability and security. We presented how the modelling techniques

were used to compare usability and security of two authentication mechanism: Google 2

Step and Firefox Password Manager. From a security perspective, the approach supports

the explicit and systematic analysis of threat coverage and of authentication mechanism

complexity. From a usability perspective, the presented modelling approach supports the

explicit and systematic analysis of the effectiveness and efficiency contributing factors.

Compared to user testing techniques, a task modelling based approach enables to analyze

the possible tasks for several activities to be performed on authentication mechanisms

(e.g. to learn to use, to configure, to reset the password…) and to compare authentication

mechanisms without performing empirical evaluations and involving users. However, the



proposed approach is compatible with empirical user testing and the measures of users’

satisfaction are also relevant for the analysis [50]. In the area of security measurement

of user’s subjective perception is critical as it is the main mean to assess trust in the

security mechanisms as demonstrated in [38].

The presented work is currently extended to assess more sophisticated authentica-

tion mechanisms such as EEVEHAC that ensure secure authentication on potentially

compromised devices. Beyond, as it was performed in [35] with “standard” task models,

we are working on the connection of the integrated task models to the actual authen-

tication mechanism to do predictive performance evaluation [43] and to support auto-

matic assessment of effectiveness. Beyond, such coupling (as it encompasses visual and

behavioral aspects [5]) would allow precise description of interaction techniques (such

as multi-touch ones [27]) and their impact on both usability and security, beyond the

authentication mechanism itself.

Lastly, due to space constraints, the paper has only presented the verification of

identity sub task of authentication. However, other sub tasks such as enrolment (creation

of account), modification of credential and revocation can be captured in a similar way

(including both tasks and threats) using the notation presented in the paper.
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